Abstract-Indexing techniques are crucial for efficiency and scalability of processing queries over big data. Hive is a batchoriented big data management engine that is well suited for data OLAP and data analysis applications. For very "selective" queries whose output sizes are a small fraction of the contributing data, the brute-force approach suffers from poor performance due to redundant disk I/O's or initiations of extra map operations. We make a first attempt and propose an index-based join technique to speed up the process and integrate it in Hive by mapping our design to the conceptual optimization flow. To evaluate the performance, we create and evaluate test queries on datasets generated using TPC-H benchmark. Our results indicate significant performance gain over relatively large data and/or highly selective queries having a two-way join and a single join condition.
INTRODUCTION
With the increase of amount of data dealt with in new and emerging applications, innovative solutions are required to not only store this vast amount of data, but also to process it efficiently. Hive [7] is a relational data warehouse solution for storing and processing such data residing in a distributed storage system, Hadoop [1] . A high-level programming model, called mapreduce [3] , built on top of Hadoop enables it to stream the data at a high bandwidth and perform massive manipulation of data.
Join is an expensive operation in databases, which depending on the predicate, data, etc., allows information from various relations to be "combined". It also provides more data analysis and mining tasks important in the context of business intelligence for finding interesting and useful patterns in large amount of data. Therefore, improving various join operations can result in significant performance improvement. In relational databases, efficient join operations are supported through indexing or external sort techniques, without which the brute-force scan of the entire table is hopeless for large data. This is more crucial in particular when a small fraction of the tuples participate in a join operation.
Two major factors that influence the performance of index based join operations in Hive include very high data volume and low index maintenance cost.
Though Hive is expected to work well with vast amount of data, indexing can further improve the performance by reducing the amount of data accessed from the contributing tables. Having infrequent updates, as a characteristic of big data, makes the cost of index maintenance of less importance or affordable. Additionally, the index types proposed and developed in Hive take up a pretty small space.
This paper presents a solution approach to perform join with MapReduce type operations, over large sets of data stored in a Hadoop-based cloud. We have experimentally evaluated the performance of the proposed approach, which uses a recent indexing feature of Hive to improve performance over non-indexed queries. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes Hive Architecture and Section III reviews related work. Our index-based join technique is presented in Section IV, and its experimental evaluation and results are described in Section V. Concluding remarks and future work are discussed in Section VI.
II. HIVE ARCHITECTURE
Hive system architecture consists of several components and their interactions, and the Hadoop Map-reduce framework. The high level view of this data-warehouse architecture is shown in Fig. 1 , taken from [7] . At the bottom of the Fig. 1 , we can see Hadoop system. At the top, the elevated part of Hive is placed in consort with its fundamental elements. A brief description of these elements and their roles are as follows:
• Command Line Interface/Hive Web Interface: are used to issue a query to Hive, normally by a human user.
• Thrift Server: It gives access to Hive through a single port, that is, it allows programmatically connecting to Hive.
• JDBC/ODBC: These Application Programming Interfaces (API) provide access to Hive from other applications. JDBC provides access to Hive for Java applications. Figure 1 . Hive System Architecture [7] • Driver: This component mainly manages the lifespan of a query inside Hive and also implements the notion of session handles. The Driver consists of the following three components: Compiler, Optimizer, and Executor. The compiler translates the query into a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with nodes as operators. The rule-based optimizer applies a chain of transformations and then transforms it into a DAG of tasks in which a task is either a map/reduce or an HDFS task encapsulating a part of the query plan. Finally, the executor executes the tasks in the order of their dependencies.
• Meta-store: A traditional RDBMS that stores Hive system catalog.
A user query is submitted through Hive or CLI/Hive web Interface, JDBC/ODBC, or Thrift interface. The Driver receives the query and passes it to the compiler. Compiler does the typical parsing, type checking, semantic analysis, and pings the meta-store if needed. Finally, it generates a logical query plan that is sent to the optimizer. The optimized query plan is sent to the executor.
III. RELATED WORK
Before jumping to related works, it is essential to mention the generic optimization flow in Hive, as most of the optimizations conform to it.
Hive has a rule-based, compile-time optimizer that performs a chain of transformations one after another. Below is a description of its modules and their roles [7] :
1. Node: Since the input/output of the optimizer is in a tree form, there should be an entity representing the elements of a tree called nodes.
2. GraphWalker: There should be a mechanism to traverse the tree fed to the optimizer. This mechanism is GraphWalker and it fetches the nodes for visiting and keeps track of the already visited ones.
3. Rule: A pattern in the query which is looked for using regular expressions notation. Since the elements in the DAG are operators, the basic tokens used in such regular expressions are also of the same type.
4. Dispatcher: Dispatcher is basically in charge of rule matching and, in case a certain rule is matched with a Node, it calls the corresponding processor.
5. Processor: In a nutshell, the processor includes the optimization logic.
The optimization flow in Hive is as follows: the optimizer module receives the query plan in the form of a DAG of operators. The GraphWalker fetches a node and the dispatcher checks if any rule matches with a node, if so it calls the appropriate processor and fetches the next node.
Any optimization in Hive conforms to the above flow. In the following, we will present a few optimization techniques related to indexes in Hive.
HIVE HIVE-1694 only manipulates the elements inside the DAG of operators, in the sense that no additional minor query and subsequently produced tasks is plugged into the current DAG of operators. Instead, all the data structures pointing to the base table are modified so that they point to the index table. This apparent inconsistency is not causing any problem since there is no dependency on the data structures created before the DAG of operators once the query is executed.
There are a number of conditions to be met in HIVE-1694: (1) the FROM clause must have only one table (no joins) in the query; (2) there should be only one COUNT (index_key) function in the SELECT clause; and (3) all column references must be in the index key.
In another research, Wang et Al [6] integrated indexing with a B + tree structure into mapreduce framework. In this work, given a query, the index is accessed twice to locate the start point and the end point in the leaves. The nodes between these two positions satisfy the query. Map jobs are generated and attached to blocks of data covered between the start point and the end point. Each map first scans the index and then retrieves the records using the offset. On the other hand, Hive compact indexes store only relative address of the values and its creation is more time and space efficient, and an index is only accessed once to locate the values. Authors of [6] did not consider any formal evaluation on the index creation time or the space requirement in this work.
A predominant alteration this approach brings to Hive index is the random access it uses. Although they have applied paging techniques instead of a less efficient method of reading one record at a time, there is no guarantee that the consecutive offsets in the index drop into the range of the page and finally this number of I/O disks dominates the response time. It is worth mentioning that the cost-model in [6] considers all these factors completely.
Not astonishingly, the proposed method outperforms when the selectivity of the predicate is low. This is totally in contrast with the Hive index functioning in which the performance dramatically increases as the selectivity ratio reduces and the data grow.
A recent work proposed storing column-level meta-data in Hive tables to benefit from during query execution [11] . Column-level statistics or more specifically, histograms that exhibit value distribution within a In presence of column statistics, an index-based join can determine whether it is an optimal approach before execution.
Hive has different join operation implementations: Common Join, Map Join, Bucket Map Join, Sort Merge Bucket Map Join and Skew Join. Common Join is the general implementation of the join which reads the entire tables and has the greatest number of comparisons. Depending on the data distribution, tables' sizes, and being sorted, one of the other implementations becomes the best choice to manage the join. We decided to perform our tests and comparisons using the Common Join because (1) using the index decreases the number of comparisons and Common Join has the greatest number of it. (2) Other implementations are essentially built and used for data with specific features.
IV. PROPOSED INDEX-BASED JOIN
The existing indexes in Hive are built only over single tables. Please note that the existing index is different than "Join index", which would be an assembly of an index built over more than one table that maintains pairs of identifiers of tuples from two or more relations that match in case of a join [9] [10].
This work speeds up a two-way join query expressed in HiveQL as below:
in which WHERE and GROUP BY clauses are optional. All our changes are transparent to the user and the syntax of the query remains intact. For the sake of illustration we considered only two tables, but our implementation works effortlessly for multiple tables as well.
The scenario is, given two tables A and B with B having been indexed and a query to join these two tables, perform the join by scan then whole A and for each row in A probe the index on B. This is obtainable by re-writing the above query into:
This optimization flow conforms to the regular optimization flow described in Section II. Our implementation uses the ideas in HIVE-1694 and manipulates the internal data structures in the query processor; however, to adjust it to process joins we added the extension presented in Fig. 2 . As the first step shown in the figure, the optimizer searches for a JoinOperator. If this step is omitted, the optimization is enabled for any query. The reason the JoinOperator is fetched first is, depending on the different operators, different design decisions have to be made. A query containing a WHERE clause uses a distinguishably different design to benefit from the index from the one containing a GROUP BY does. Then, the optimizer examines the query for a two-way join.
Our technique can be easily extended to support multiway joins, by leaving this check out, but since we have limitations over the SELECT column list we chose to represent our work for a two-way join. In the next step we get the TableScanOperator which points to the table it should manipulate. We have to check that the table has an index and the index is valid. An index is valid if (1) it is of type compact (2) it covers all the partitions of the table. The index validity check returns true if a table is not partitioned, or if it has partitions and they are not mentioned in the WHERE clause. In case it has partitions and they are mentioned in the WHERE clause, it returns true if all the mentioned partitions are covered by the index. After this step the optimizer attempts to re-write the query. Final query looks like:
The first or the second table (whichever that has the index) is replaced by its corresponding index table. This means that table must be removed from every internal data structure in the DAG of operators and the new table must be added. Other data structures do not match with the new DAG of operators. However since there is no dependency on them, this is not of an issue when the query executes. Since the table is changed, the schema is also changed. This requires adjusting the de-serializer.
If any of the conditions is not met in the flow described in Fig. 2 , the process ends in "Exit" which then implies that the execution proceeds as usual without using the index.
It is important to mention that, since there is no longer any access to the base table, there is no access to all of its columns either. Instead, a subset of the attributes (the ones that are indexed) is available after the re-write. This limits the queries that can be handled to only queries referencing those specific columns. Our experiments and results are described next.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Environment
The test environment includes a two-node Hadoop cluster, each node having Intel Core i5-2400 3.10GHz 6MB Quad Core, 250GB SATA HDD and 8GB of RAM. Both machines were running Ubuntu v10.04 as the OS.
B. Test data
We used the standard benchmark TPC-H version 2.14.4 [8] to generate data used in our experiments. We considered only the lineitem and orders tables. We created database instances of various sizes ranging from 1GB to 20GB for Experiments 1, and 1GB to 90GB for Experiments 2.
C. Test queries
We perform a two-way join with optional WHERE and GROUP BY clauses. The reason for this choice is because such clauses are the children of the TableScanOperator. Since we manipulate the TableScanOperator in our proposed solution, we have considered queries 2-4 to make 
D. Run-time parameters
The parameter mapred.map.tasks controls the number of map tasks and mapred.reduce.tasks holds the number of reduce tasks. In our experiments, these parameters were set to 20 and 4, respectively.
E. Evaluation metrics
In all of our experiments, we measure performance using the query response time in seconds(s). In Experiments 2, we measure performance by also considering query selectivity since it becomes important in the presence of indexes.
F. Experiments 1
Experiments 1 includes execution of the 4 query types, each one is executed 5 times, on a multi-node and a singlenode Hadoop cluster using 5 different dataset sizes 1GB, 5GB, 10GB, 15GB, 20GB with lineitem holding almost 5/6 of the total data and number of tuples ranging from about 7×10 6 to 150×10 6 . Figures 3 to 6 depict the average response time for each data size.
In the multi-node setup, moving from 1GB of data to 20GB, in all steps our index-based approach outperforms the existing one. The larger the data are, the bigger the gap between the index-less and index-based approaches becomes. Our index-based method is almost two times faster than the index-less approach in all graphs.
In the single-node setup, we see the same behavior; for each data size, our proposed method outperforms the normal one and the larger the data are, the bigger the gap between the index-less and index-based approaches becomes. The index-based method is almost about two times faster than the index-less approach.
Comparing the results from both setups, we note that the single-node setup works faster than the multi-node setup for the data size 1GB in both approaches. For the data size of 5GB, the multi-node setup is slightly faster than the singlenode case. Afterwards, multi-node is almost two times faster than the single-node. The performance difference between the two setups indicates the networking overhead only pays off when the data size is relatively big. In our experiments, the data size over 5GB is suitable for the multi-node setup. We say 'relatively' because this measure depends on the hardware configuration of the computers as well as the networking equipment.
Experiments showed that repeating the same query over the same dataset does not lead to significantly different response times. The reason is, Hive does not cache the query plan and starts from scratch for each query. This causes the first response time not to be always the longest one. With the growth of data size, the deviation from the average response time in each step grows.
To better study the performance of our technique, in the rest of Experiments 1, we conduct the same test with different queries, which are extensions of query 1.
Looking at Figures 3 to 6 , the graphs show similar curves, using which we concluded that the 4 types of queries have almost the same behavior and they did not lead to significantly different response times in neither approaches. The most expensive operator in all the queries is the JOIN. Neither WHERE nor GROUP BY, which where extra clauses added to queries 2-4, initiates a new mapreduce job. The number of mapreduce jobs in all the queries is equal to 1.
As a result, in the rest of the experiments we only use Query 1.
We also studied the cost of index creation in terms of time and space to decide whether or not to use index. Figures 7  and 8 compare the size of the index with the size of the data and the time taken for creating the index with the average time taken for an index-less Query1 execution on multinode setup respectively.
As shown in Fig. 7 , the size of the index is less than 15% of the input dataset size, which is relatively small. This is due to the simple tiny structure of indexes in Hive which only stores pairs of values and their relative locations from the beginning of the index file.
However, the index size can vary based upon the number of columns on which the index is created. In all our tests, the index had been built over the join attribute, L_ORDERKEY.
Depending on the dataset size, the index creation time increases as the data size grows. As shown in Fig. 8 , the time grows from 60% to 75% of the time taken for executing the query itself. This is because processing the query and creating the index scan the entire dataset for both which takes the major part of the process. This scan operation is considerably reduced for the queries when base table is replaced by the index table. Recall that indexes are built only once, and its cost is amortized over many executions of queries using the index. The second set of experiments we conducted for performance measurement considered different value for the query selectivity ratios. For this purpose, we used Query1 over the tables orders having a fixed size of 164 MB with 15 ×10 5 tuples and also table lineitem of size ranging from 0.71 GB to 90.6 GB and with the number of tuples ranging from 6×10 6 to 7×10 8 . In order to increase the selectivity, the lineitem distinct join key or the output size of the query was kept at 1,500,000 while the data was doubled each time. In this experiment, we were interested to find the point at which our index-based approach works noticeably better than the index-less approach on our current multi-node setup. Fig. 9 shows the graphs for average response times measured. As we move from case 1 to 8 in this figure, the index-less approach grows non-linearly, while the indexbased approach remains more or less constant at an average of about 87 seconds. In case 7, with 45GB of data and 0.3% as query selectivity, the index-based approach is an order of magnitude faster than the index-less approach. The next iteration, case 8, with double query selectivity (0.1%) and double data size (90GB), our approach is 20 times faster than the index-less method. The exponential behavior of the index-less graph in Fig. 9 , started at iteration 6 with 0.7% as the query selectivity. If the curve keeps the same trend, our index-based approach can possibly be 2 orders of magnitude faster than the index-less approach at 45TB of data with very selective (0.0007%) queries.
As indicated in Fig. 10 , the index size gradually drops from 18% of the data size to 9% over the 8 iterations. The Hive index size grows or shrinks proportional to the data size or distribution. In Experiments 2, the index decreasing rate is due to the data distribution, as at each iteration, the number of distinct values of all attributes, was kept the same while the volume of data was doubled.
In regard to index construction time, in Fig. 11 , we can see that, up to iteration 5, index creation time is slightly less than the execution of Query 1 without index, and exceeds the query run-time afterwards.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Indexes have been around for long time and the benefit of using them is well known. However, deciding when to use indexes in a situation requires extensive evaluation and trade-off between its cost and performance.
In this research, we used the current Hive indexing structure to speed up join queries. From Experiments 1, we observed, in general, larger the data are, larger the performance gain becomes. Our approach grew linearly in all cases shown in Figures 3 to 6 . In Experiments 2, we increased the sizes of the datasets with growing selectivity ratios. The results of these experiments indicated that our approach is exponentially faster than the current Hive approach.
We saw in Fig. 7 , that the index size was almost fixed at only 15% of the data size in Experiments 1; and in Fig. 10 , it took an average of 12% of the data in Experiment 2. Though index size depends on the data distribution and the number of attributes for indexing, our experiments showed the Hive index space utilization is reasonable. Index creation time graphs depicted in Figures 8 and 11 showed the time required on building an index depended on the data distribution, the more duplicated tuples resulted in a slower index creation process became. In Fig. 11 , the worst case (iteration 8) index creation took almost twice the query execution time. Index construction comprises of reading the whole data, sorting it, and eliminating the duplicates, which is a quite lengthy process. Until the data in the base table is untouched, any types of queries that have the privilege to utilize the index can use the index, nevertheless the index creation cost is only incurred once. With respect to accessing the index, current Hive indexes do not provide an instant access to values, which undoubtedly comes with heavy space overhead. What they offer instead is, scanning a huge amount of data are replaced with scanning a drastically small set of it that holds the desired values. The cost of finding a value in the current index Hive is O(n), where n is the number of tuples. Assuming a Hive table of n tuples and its index with m entries, accessing a specific value in the index is reduced from O(n) to O(m) with m much smaller than n.
Hive index maintenance cost is noticeably low, considering the infrequent updates and batch-mode data insertion as the characteristics of big data. If new data are loaded into a new partition of a base table, indexes can be created dynamically for that partition and kept separately without any need to perform expensive update operations.
The indexing technique in Hive is rather new and the progress has been limited to current index structure and also the query life cycle. There are a number of optimization ideas to further improve Hive index-based joins, including:
• Designing a cost-based optimizer, which can evaluate a query plan to help decide to use indexes or not, probably by using column level statistics.
• Auto-indexing or the ability for the compiler to create indexes internally if proved to be more efficient than the brute-force scanning of the data.
• Index selection in which the best index out of all of the available ones is chosen to be used. The best index could be the smallest or the one with the optimum set of attributes. Current Hive naively picks the first applicable index to execute a query plan.
• Avoiding index creation time by building the index when loading the data into a table. Obviously, in Hive managed tables data are read twice. Once for copying it to the base table and once for creating the index. The former can be eliminated if the index can be created in the background while loading data into a table.
• Implementation of a hash-based index at the bucket level. Buckets, as the smallest data model units in Hive, are potential candidate for the fast hash-based index structure.
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